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DNA Update 
by James Edgar (jamesedgar@sasktel.net) 
 

On the DNA front, we have some exciting news—Steve Edgar in DeLeon 
Springs, Florida, who directly descends from the Rev. Robert Edgar, b. 
1840 in Rathfriland, Co. Down, Northern Ireland is an I2b1.  

 
What makes this special is that we’ve hunted for many years to find someone who is 
descended from a Rathfriland Edgar who could do a DNA test, and Steve is the first! In 
addition to that, we’ve made a connection between Mary Nell Snoddy in Nashville, 
Tennessee, and Steve in Florida—they’re cousins. She sent some pictures of his and her 
ancestors, which we’ll include as an Old Geezer photo later on. 
 
Steve and his family are related to a whole load of new cousins… 
 

 
 
With the exception of Leslie Edgar of Maryport, England, 
Steve’s new close relations all trace their ancestry to 
Northern Ireland! It’s not clear at the left because the 
locations don’t show up well; here’s how it should appear 
for the first few: 
 
Stephen Edgar—DeLeon Springs, Florida 
Wayne Edgar—Michigan (Tim’s father, Angela Reed’s 
cousin, and Jason’s cousin) 
John V. Edgar—Richland, Washington 
Jason Edgar—North Bay, Ontario 
John Murray Edgar—South Africa 
Jim Edgar—Kyle, Saskatchewan 
John Edgar—British Columbia, Canada 
Mike Edgar—Moneyreagh, Northern Ireland 
Leslie Edgar—Maryport, England 
Ian Edgar—Belfast, Northern Ireland 
John Edgar—Coal City, Illinois 
Corey Edgar—Toronto, Ontario 
Jack Edgar—Dallas, Texas 
Jim Edgar—Pine Mountain, Georgia 
 
 
 
 
 

See the family influence in Fordyce, Arkansas—the “main drag” is named Edgar Street! 
http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&q=edgar+st,+fordyce,+ak&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_
qf.,cf.osb&biw=1227&bih=828&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&tab=wl 
  



Bill Edgar in Temiscaming, Québec, is an R1b. As I reported in last month’s issue, his family 
are all behind this 100%. And, they now have a load of new cousins themselves! Their earliest 
known ancestor is James Edgar b. 1820 June 30 in Ireland. 
 

 
Looking at the possible connections, Bill has to go 
much further back than six generations to find an 
ancestor common to Peter Edgar and himself. Six 
generations is about 1862, at 25 years per 
generation. 
 
Peter’s earliest ancestor (and Robert I. Edgar’s, too, 
because they’re close cousins) is George Edgar — 
b. abt 1710 in Scotland. 
 
We don’t have Robert C., Keith, or Mike Edgar’s 
earliest ancestors. 
 
David Edgar in Guildford’s earliest ancestor is 
George Edgar, b. abt 1674 in Wedderlie, Scotland. If 
we were going to join Bill and David up, we’d 

somehow have to find Bill’s tree going back beyond Ireland to Scotland, and well back into 
the distant past — at least 250 years, probably more. 
 
It’s interesting that one of the very recent tests done is one of those new cousins—Gordon 
Edgar of Saffron Walden, UK. Gordon’s earliest ancestor is John Edgar b. abt 1827 in 
Dumfriesshire, Scotland. If the MRCA is anywhere near correct, Bill and Gordon would have 
to go back to the 1430s to find a common ancestor! 

 

I know they’re Old Geezers, but I don’t know who sent the photo. 



Jodie and I thought it would be a good project to research and organize all the Edgars in 
Canada who fought (but not necessarily killed) in the Great War—1914 to 1919. It will be a 
lengthy project that may be finished by the end of July 2014, just in time for the 100th 
anniversary. A quick snapshot of 111 files downloaded from Ancestry.com—the so-called 
“Attestation Papers” of the Canadian Expeditionary Force—shows numerous sons and 
daughters of Scotland, some of Irish descent, and a few from the USA.  
 
The information provided on the form includes date and place of birth, current address, next 
of kin and their address, so it gives a good start to finding ancestors. If anyone in our group 
wants a name looked up, let us know. 
 

 
 
“Old Geezers”—thanks to all who made this possible by sending me their old photos. 
Some photos with captions will appear interspersed in this issue—I couldn’t get them all in—
all 127 of them, that is! Be sure to also check out the photos posted on the DNA.Ancestry.com 
site. 
 
Suzi Edgar in her Dad George’s arms about 1945. Suzi is an Aunt of Steve Edgar, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan (and my cousins). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    George Edgar is second from left in the back row. 
      



From Marian Morgan in Melbourne (mdmorgan@westnet.com.au): 
 
Hi All, 
I received news of the following via a Genie newsletter so hope the site 
might be useful to someone: 
Ireland’s earliest police records from 1724 go online 
18th century Dublin Parish records now available online 

Search at: 
www.irishcentral.com/news/Irelands-earliest-police-records-from-1724-go-online-145903965.html 
 
Marian
 

 
 
Steve Edgar of Oakville, Ontario (another cousin, affectionately referred to as SteveTO), sent 
us a poem about the Twin Law Cairns, author Roger Edgar — (see these sites) 
www.geograph.org.uk/photo/122094 
http://berwickshirewalks.blogspot.ca/2011/04/westruther-to-twin-law.html 
www.lammermuirlife.co.uk/Land-.cfm 
 
For those who don’t know the story, it involves two Edgar brothers, each fighting for “the other 
side,” and who killed each other in mortal combat. 
 
 

In days of yore when deeds were rife, and wars on banks and braes, and nought but strife on 
ev’ry side, which brought on dule and waes. 
The Anglo-Saxons restless band had crossed the river Tweed; 
Up for the hills of Lammermuir their posts marched on with speed. 
Our Scottish warriors on the heath, in close battalion stood, resolved to set their country free, or 
shed their dearest blood. 
A Chieftain from the Saxon band, exulting in his might, defied the bravest of the Scots, to come 
in single fight. 
Old Edgar had a youthful son, who led the Scottish band; 
He with the Saxon did agree to fight it hand to hand. 
The armies stood in deep suspense the combat for to view when aged Edgar raised his hand to 
bid his son adieu. 
Adieu! Adieu! My darling son I fear ye may be lost. For yester night my troubled mind with 
fearful dreams was toss’d. 
I dreamed ye’r mother’s parted shade between two armies stood. A lovely youth on either side 
their bosoms streaming blood. 
Me heart will break if ye should fall me only prop and stay. Ye’r brother when in infant years 
the Saxons stole away. 
Delay it not young Edgar said but let the pipes loudly blow. Ye soon shall see me prove ye’r son 
and lay yon boaster low. 
The pipes they raised a deafening sound and fearful onset blew The chieftains stepped forth eye 
to eye their shining swords they drew. 
Like lions in a furious fight their steel’d falchions gleam’d. Till from our Scottish warrior’s side 
fast flowed a crimson stream. 



With deafening din the chieftain’s shields the deadly blows resound. At last the Saxon warrior 
did lifeless press the ground. 
An aged Saxon came to view the body of his chief. His streaming eyes and downcast head 
bespoke a heart of grief. 
He’s dead, he cried, the bravest youth e’er sprung from Edgar’s line. I tore him from the 
Scottish coast and made him pass for mine. 
And in the days of youthful prime he was my pride and boast. For oft to victory he has led on 
the Saxon host. 
Old Edgar heard the Saxon’s moan His cheeks grew deadly pale. A great convulsion shook his 
frame his mind began to fail. 
Frantic he tore his aged locks from time and trouble gray and faintly crying “My son, My son” 
his spirit passed away. 
The Scottish Chief as his father fell raised his fading eye and tore the dressings from his 
wounds to let life’s stream run dry. 
He kissed his sire and his brother’s wounds Ghastly they were and deep. Then held him in his 
folded arms and fell in eternal sleep. 
 
 

 
 
 

Brothers in Arms 
 
From Richard Edgar (edgar888@yahoo.com) 
 
[Richard, gives us a story of comrades who fought at each other’s side.] 

 
2012 April 9 marked the 95th anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge — 
without doubt the most significant Canadian battle of the First World War. 
Ninety-five years on, Mother Canada stands on Vimy Ridge, her head 

bowed in sorrow as she grieves for the loss of so many young Canadians. 
 

  
 
On the battlefields of France and Belgium, Canadian and Irish soldiers often fought side by 
side, the strong family connections between these two countries often resulted in brothers, 
cousins, and other family members serving in the armies of both nations. In my own extended 



family tree, there are two brothers, Albert Brownlee, who was lost while serving with the Royal 
Irish Fusiliers, and George Brownlee, who was lost serving with the Canadian army. The 
picture below shows Corporal Albert Brownlee on the right; sadly I don’t know the name of the 
Royal Marine. 
 

 
 
The opening engagement for Britain and Her Empire occurred outside the Belgium town of 
Mons. It was here, on 1914 August 22, that men from the Royal Irish Dragoon Guards fired 
the first shots of the war at a troop of German Ulans (cavalry). Just like a scene from recent 
film “War Horse,” the Royal Irish Dragoon Guards then mounted their horses and launched a 
cavalry charge against the Germans. Four years later on 1918 November 11, Canadian 
soldiers of the 116th Infantry Battalion ended the war on the very same spot that the war had 
begun. In all, during 4 years of fighting, 15 million had lost their lives, a further 20 million 
wounded, and in the end the war ended on the same piece of ground where it had began. 
 

 



Irish memorial outside Mons, Belgium (first shot) 
 

 
Canadian memorial outside Mons, Belgium (last shot) 

  
 

Another illustration of the total futility of the First World War is the Celtic Cross pictured above. 
This cross marks the spot where, with the war less than 24 hours old, the Royal Irish 
Regiment stood and fought outside Mons; on the last day of the war the Royal Irish Regiment 
finished the war at the same crossroads, fighting side by side with their Canadian cousins. 
 
The fact that Irishmen and Canadians both fought on the same piece of ground resulted in a 
strange coincidence. This is something I have noticed in “St Symphorien Military Cemetery” 
outside Mons in Belgium. 
 



   
 

The picture above is of Lt. Maurice James Dease, VC; he was awarded the first medal of the 
war. With the war still less than 24 hours old, he was awarded the Victoria Cross for his 
actions at Nimy Bridge on the Canal du Centre outside Mons. Maurice Dease was a native of 
Coole, County West Meath, Ireland. Behind the grave of Maurice Dease to the right, there is a 
grave with a Canadian maple leaf emblem on it; this is the grave of Pte George Lawrence 
Price, the last soldier of the British Empire to fall in action during the war. Here we have an 
Irishman lost on the first day of the war and a Canadian lost on the last day, they lie in graves 
not more than 8 feet apart. 
 
 

   
 

The grave of Pte George Lawrence Price, the last soldier of the British Empire lost in action 
during the war. Price fell to a German sniper after crossing the bridge on the Canal du Centre. 
He was born in Falmouth, Nova Scotia, and was serving with the 28th Saskatchewan 
Regiment at the time of his death; he fell two minutes before the armistice ceasefire began. 
 



 
 
Also in “St Symphorien Military Cemetery” another strange coincidence due to the fact that 
the war began and ended in Mons is the two graves marked above. These are on the left Pte 
John Parr and on the right Pte George Ellison, these are the first and last Englishmen to fall in 
the war. This cemetery was first used by the Germans to bury both British and their own dead 
after the battle of Mons. Until the final day of the war, this cemetery was behind German lines. 
 
I always remember the first British soldier lost during the war; he was scouting ahead of the 
main body of British troops using a bicycle, and he told his comrade to cycle back and warn 
the others of the German’s position while he gave covering fire. While doing this he was 
eventually killed by the Germans. His name always sticks in my mind because my maternal 
grandfather was also called John Parr — no relation, but one I would love to have in my 
family tree. 
 

   
 

Ask anyone in Northern Ireland about the First World War and the first thing they will mention 
is the Somme. On the morning of 1916 July 1, the men of the 36th Ulster Division advanced 
out of “Thiepval Wood” towards the German lines, attacking the “Scwaben Redoubt.” 
Nearly10,000 Ulstermen took part in the attack that morning; by the end of the day, over half 



of Ulstermen had been lost. The pictures above show the “Ulster Memorial Tower,” which 
stands on the site the German lines attacked that morning. Also shown is one of the trenches 
in Thiepval Wood, out of which the Ulstermen launched their attack. The Ulster Division won 
four Victoria Crosses that day, more than any other division taking part in the attack. The first 
VC of the day was probably the most famous of the four; it went to Pte William McFadzean, 
from the town of Lurgan in County Armagh, he is often incorrectly labelled as being a Belfast 
man, but he actually comes from County Armagh. His name is on the Lurgan war memorial 
and on the memorial plaque in 1st Lurgan Presbyterian Church. 
 

  
 

Pte William McFadzean VC, the first Victoria Cross of the battle of the Somme, awarded for 
throwing himself on top of a grenade in Thiepval Wood. 
 
 

  
 
It is not only in Northern Ireland that 1916 July 1 and the battle of the Somme have become 
part of our national identity. Our cousins in Newfoundland also hold the memory of that day 
sacred — 780 men of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment took part in the attack, 90% these 
men would become casualties by the end of the day. 
 
There can be no stronger claim of being “brothers in arms” than between the men of 
Newfoundland and the men of County Armagh during the attack that morning. On the first day 
of the Somme, the men from the 9th Royal Irish Fusiliers, which recruited from the towns of 
Portadown, Lurgan, and Tandragee, went into battle side by side with their brothers in arms 
from Newfoundland. 

 



 
 

I took the picture above looking left from the grounds of Ulster Memorial Tower, behind me is 
Thiepval Wood and to my right and back is the “Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the 
Somme.” There are three items of interest in this picture, item 1 is the Ancre Valley, this is 
where the men of Portadown and Tandragee fought; item 2 is Beaumont Hamel, this is where 
the Newfoundlanders fought. The third item in this picture is the white shadows in the field 
between the Ulstermen and the Newfoundlanders, these are what remain of the German 
trenches they were attacking. The trenches have been back-filled after the war, but the chalk 
rock that lies beneath the surface was churned up during their construction, and now with no 
crops in the field, the white chalk reveals the line of the trenches. So here we have men from 
my hometown and their Newfoundland cousins fighting side by side in the same battle. 
 
There have always been strong links between Newfoundland and Ireland. When faced with 
leaving home, many chose Newfoundland. Some of Irish, when sailing to the New World of 
North America, did not have a lot of money. The cheapest tickets were for Newfoundland, as 
the ship did not have to sail as far, so many people took these as it was the best they could 
afford. Even among those who could afford the full fare to Canada or the USA, many ended 
up in Newfoundland. After weeks at sea, they could not face staying any longer onboard ship 
and so disembarked in Newfoundland.  
 

  
 



Ancre British military cemetery, Hamel, France. This cemetery lies in the steep-sided Ancre 
valley; it was in this valley that the 9th Royal Irish Fusiliers fought and died. This cemetery 
contains many men from Co. Armagh; a number of Newfoundlanders are buried here as well. 
So many men died in this valley that they are buried two to a grave, so every headstone has 
two names on it, not the usual one. 
 
On the exterior wall of the Royal British Legion club in Portadown, there is a memorial to the 
man pictured above, Lt Geoffrey Shillington Cather, VC. He won his Victoria Cross for 
bringing in wounded men at Hamel on 1916 Jul 1. He came from one of the most prominent 
families in Portadown. His uncle, Major David Graham Shillington, MP, was his company 
commander and the MP for Portadown. Geoffrey went out searching for wounded men time 
and time again, the men he brought back would have been Irish Fusiliers and 
Newfoundlanders. He was lost while conducting his search, he has no known grave and his 
name is on the “Thiepval memorial to the missing of the Somme.” 
 
In June last year, I was visiting Drumcree Church, Portadown. While there, I walked around 
the cemetery reading the headstones, and I found the plot of the Wylie family from 
Portadown. This interested me because their mother Ruth was a sister of my grandfather 
James Edgar. I then found the plot of the Carrick family — Jean Carrick was the sister of my 
other grandfather, John Parr, so I was feeling pretty happy with myself finding some family 
graves and getting some exact dates to add to my family tree. Then as I was walking out, one 
headstone caught my eye. As a keen military historian the words “Ulster Division” caught my 
attention, it was the grave of a former Minister at Drumcree Church, Rev Francis Johnston 
Halahan, MC and Bar. I had to take a picture of this grave so I could research this man after I 
got home. 
 

 
 

Rev. F.J. Halahan is pictured back row first on the right. The inscription on his headstone had 
my imagination working overtime; he was the Senior Chaplain to the Ulster Division, 1915—
1918. This was the man who took the men for prayers before and after the attack on the 
Somme, he would also have been the man comforting the wounded and the dying on the 
battlefield that day. There is no doubt in my mind that many of the Ulstermen and 



Newfoundlanders lost on that July 1st would have had this man conduct their funeral service 
— he would have offered prayer and consoled their comrades. Maybe it’s just my over active 
imagination, but to me this Portadown Church of Ireland Minister is a true hero. 
 
I know I have rambled on a bit here and this is not a specific Edgar family story, but we all are 
linked in some way to stories just like this — from my great-grandfather serving in the 9th 
Royal Irish Fusiliers, to the Brownlee brothers who were both lost during the war. There are 
35,000 Great War memorials in the United Kingdom; each of them lists not just the British 
soldiers, but many of their Canadian, Australian, New Zealand, African, and American 
brothers in arms who served and died with them. So, when we say “We will remember them,” 
it is them all, from every corner of this world. 

 
Ren (Renwick Robert) and Annie (Torrens) Edgar in 1895 

 
 
Below, as taken in 1900 
[HELP!—I can’t find the email these pictures came in, and I don’t who 
they came from. Truly embarrassing!! Please mail me if you’re the one.] 
  



Name changes and variations 
 

by Steve Edgar (steven-edgar@sky.com) 
 
 
Anyone who has researched the Edgar name in Ireland has come across “brick-
walls” and “black-holes.,” You know the scenario, you are happily rumbling along 
matching names and locations finding out who is who and being pretty smug 

about your progress, then WHAM!!! It hits you. The Black-hole/brick-wall, all progress stops 
and frustration sets in. 
 
Personally I have been stuck at 1785 for 8 years with the approximate date of birth of Joseph 
Edgar of Newry. James in Saskatchewan had a similar problem, hence the idea to start DNA 
testing with the Edgars in the hopes of answering some questions. 
 
Part of the problem is locations and the other is the name Edgar itself. Personally, I get 
confusion whenever I give my name over the phone or am in somewhere where they ask for 
it. I end up repeating it and spelling it for them. For a long time we have been aware of the 
similarity of Edgar to some variations, Eggar, Edger, Agar, Eagar, and even Adair. 
 
I have recently re-subscribed to Emerald Ancestors, (an excellent site for 19th-century Irish 
research) Lots of marriages, births, deaths, and accurate locations. I have started looking at 
these name variations and found mistakes in the spelling of names. Edgar appears as Edger 
and Eagar for the same family. 
 
For example, William Peters married Mary Edgar in 1855. William Peters and Mary Edger had 
a son Thomas Peters in 1869—both instances were from Drumgrath, Co. Down registrations. 
The marriage and baptism both took place in Rathfriland 1st Presbyterian Church. 
 
Another example is the family called Agar in Drumragh. After checking the location, we find 
Edgar, Eagar, and Agar in this location. If you look for Drumragh, it is not even a village, it’s an 
intersection of roads. The location is so remote the names must surely be spelling variations 
of the same family. 
 
If you had found the above records both with William Peters and Mary EDGAR spelt 
conventionally, there would been no doubt in anyone’s mind they were the same couple, but 
is it safe to assume this if a name variation shows up? (Answers please on a postcard 
addressed to me!) Incidentally, the above match was made using the location of Drumgrath, 
Co Down. 
 
My database on Family Tree Maker (FTM) is now at 18,500 names and 4,500 locations, it’s 
so big that it is now cumbersome to find name matches; but location matches? That’s a whole 
new area of opportunity! Making sure that the location is noted accurately is essential. 
 
If you are using FTM, make sure that you accurately enter names and locations into the 
system. Over the years I have absorbed many other trees from various sources and found 
lots of errors. 

 Most important is the accuracy of names—enter what you know, not what you think! 
Don’t enter nick-names, use the birth name. 

 If you don’t know a surname, use the forename then a space, then a question mark. 



 In the space for a location, DON’T fall into the trap of adding comments, ideas, or facts 
other than the name of the location (there is space called “description” for this). 

 Don’t put the full address in the location, just the town, county, or state. 
 
If you are scrupulous in your data entry, then locating individuals in locations becomes a lot 
easier. Variations in the same description of a town will show up as different locations, which 
not allow you to check names in any particular location. One of my favourite keys to family 
relationships is maiden names, which are usually more unique than those of the Edgars we 
are looking for. Again, variations in spelling can occur. I have seen McGowan, Magowan, 
McKeown, and Meggown, all variations of the same name. 
 
The question arises as to the reasons for the name variations and there is no simple answer. 
It will have started with the original record, the scribe or parish official is noting down an 
unfamiliar name and makes a mistake, perhaps the person accent was strong? When the 
record is transcribed onto the record books, it can be mis-read. Finally when the on-line 
transcribers read the record, mistakes also happen. 
 
For example, “d” is easily confused with “a,” “s” is confused with “e,” especially in handwritten 
records. 
 
I am now thoroughly convinced that the Edgar written surname has over the years been 
varied and corrupted, and can’t be totally relied upon. I spoke to James recently and we have 
decided to make it a special project to look up some of these name variations in Ireland, and 
get a DNA test done on them to check. I’m sure we’ll find some missing family when we do. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

My name is Arnold Edgar Dodds and I am sending you this email from Buenos Aires,
Argentina. 
Since you were asking for old “geezer” pics here attached I send you one of Robert
Edgar, born in Montevideo in 1836, he died in Buenos Aires in 1915. His family in this
picture includes, standing, Alfred who died at 19 in Illinois, where he was sent to
study, Robert (jr) and Alice. Stting in front , between his parents is my grandfather
Joseph Nathaniel Edgar, born in 1874. 



 
Bob Roy, cousin to Brad Edgar, sent us these photos (among others)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Titanic Belfast 
 

 
by Richard Edgar (edgar888@yahoo.com) 
 
In the early morning of 1912 April 15, the most famous ship in the world, 
RMS Titanic, sank after hitting an iceberg on her maiden voyage from 
Southampton to New York. That night, while 1517 lives were lost, many 
legends were born—“women and children first,” the band playing “Nearer 
my God to thee” as the ship sank beneath the waves—the stories and 

legends of the Titanic have fuelled more films, documentaries, books, and newspaper space 
than any other ship in history. Now 100 years after the loss, Belfast, the birthplace of the 
Titanic, has reclaimed the ship of dreams. 
 

 
 

Much has been written about the luxury and splendour of the first-class cabins and deck on 
the Titanic, but it was the “steerage” third-class passengers from whom the White Star Line 
planned to make its profits; these people who made up the bulk of the passengers hoped for 
a new and better life in the USA. Sadly, they would make up the majority of those lost as well. 

 
It was shipbuilding that would elevate the city of Belfast onto a world stage. In 1912, the 
Harland and Wolff shipyard was the largest in the world, and the skill and expertise of the 
Belfast workforce meant no ship or task was too challenging. Today, the giant shipyard cranes 
“Samson” and “Goliath” still dominate the Belfast skyline, but the days of continuous 
shipbuilding are gone, now 75% of the output of Harland and Wolff is offshore wind turbines. 
 
I can still remember back when I was at Tandragee Junior High School, our physics teacher 
arranged a visit to the shipyard. We were amazed by the engine room that housed lathes so 
large that men stood on the tool posts as they manufactured engine components, also the 
massive welding and fabrication shops. But what everyone wanted to see up close were the 
cranes Samson and Goliath, which towered over a dry dock that could accommodate ships 
weighting up to 1,000,000 tons—everything was on a gigantic scale. My brother Laurence 
worked for a short while in the shipyard about 16 years ago. At that time, they were building 
an oil exploration ship; again it was huge, and it took him almost an hour to make his way 
through all the decks to get to the point on the ship where he was working. 
 
Harland and Wolff build over 1400 ships in Belfast; they also repaired and refitted thousands 
of other ships, creating an engineering tradition and legacy that lives on in Northern Ireland 
today, and it is that history that has recently been celebrated. 



  
 

The pictures above show the “Draughting Office” at Harland and Wolff; in the picture on the 
left, draughtsmen work on designing the Titanic, note the painting of how the finished ship will 
look at the rear of the room. On the right is the same office today. 
 
 

  
 

The pictures above show Titanic and her sister ship, Olympic, under construction in the dry 
dock.  

 
 

  
 

On the left Titanic and Olympic are being fitted out with the internal furnishings, and on the 
right Titanic undergoing sea trials in Belfast Lough. At that time, she was the largest man-
made moving object in the world. 



   
 

Shipyard workers stream out of the yard at the end of their shift, the bow of the Titanic 
towering over them in the rear of the picture. At right, April 2012, the sculpture “Yardmen” 
inspired by the picture on the left is unveiled in Belfast. 
 

 
 

April 2012, the “Titanic Belfast” building is opened; this signature building celebrates Belfast’s 
shipbuilding past and commemorates the most famous ship in the world and those lost on 
her; it is also a symbol of a new future for Belfast and Northern Ireland. 
 

  
 

On the left is the Titanic “Grand Staircase,” and on the right the Titanic Belfast “Grand 
Staircase” leading to the banqueting hall. 



  
 

Unveiled in Belfast, April 2012, “Titanica,” her arms outstretched as in the scene from the bow 
of the ship in the film “Titanic.” 
 

   
 

The Titanic memorial erected in 1920 in the grounds of Belfast city hall in memory of the men 
from Belfast lost on the ship. 
 

 
 

2012 April 15, 100 years after the sinking, the “Titanic Memorial Garden” is opened in Belfast; 
it has as its centrepiece a series of bronze memorial plates bearing the names of all of the 
1517 people lost on the Titanic. A number of other Titanic memorials were also unveiled in 
other parts of Belfast during April. 



While the Titanic will always be the most famous ship ever to leave the yard on Queen’s 
Island, Belfast, it must be remembered that over 1400 other ships also slid down the slipways 
of Harland and Wolff, many of which became famous ships in their own right. Two examples 
are: 
 

  
 

HMS Belfast, named after the city where she was built, the last ship of her type that saw 
action during the Second World War and the Korean War. She is now the home of a 
permanent Naval Museum, at Tower Bridge, London. 
 
Another famous Belfast built ship was SS Canberra. This ship launched in 1960 was, like the 
Titanic, at the cutting edge of technology; it was the first passenger ship to be power by 
electric motors, steam turbines onboard would generate the electricity, and it was the first to 
be built on an aluminum-alloy frame. 
 
Canberra was built for a specific task; Australia was calling out for workers, and Canberra 
would carry individuals and families to a new life in Australia. During the 1960s the “£10 
Pomme” made their way to Australia and New Zealand. In an age when air travel was 
expensive and beyond the reach of most people, ships like the Canberra ferried thousands to 
the other side of the world. Some of those who left Northern Ireland were members of my own 
family, my grandfather’s brother, David Edgar, his wife, Violet, and their two sons, Desmond 
and William, left for Brisbane. Two of the Wylie family, whose mother was Ruth Edgar (my 
grandfather’s sister), also headed off to Australia and New Zealand, and my cousin, Herbert 
Ritchie, left for Adelaide. 
 
SS Canberra was to seal her place in British history in April 1982; the “white whale,” as she 
was nicknamed, was used as a troop transport ship during the Falklands War. In 1997, there 
was shock across the UK when the news emerged that the owners of the Canberra had sold 
her to a scrap dealer in Pakistan—it was a sad end for a great ship. 
 
 
 
 
  



More Old Geezers 
 
This is the picture I mentioned in my opening bit about Steve in Florida, from him and his 
cousin, Mary Nell. Robert Edgar, Jr. at left is Steve’s grandfather. 
 
 

Maxwell and Edgar cousins – unknown who sent it, more help needed. 


